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DigitalFilm Tree is a thriving Hollywood post house that embraces new technology – especially 
technology that makes their advanced workflows easier and more efficient. They were early 
adopters of Apple Final Cut Pro and the 
flexibility that afforded, and now they 
have wholeheartedly embraced the cloud, 
using it in all aspects of their work — from 
camera to cloud.

A big part of what DFT offers is post and 
digital dailies for episodic television, working
on shows like NCIS LA (CBS), Undateable 
(NBC), Stitchers (ABC Family) and UnReal 
(Lifetime).  In this type of work, the idea of 
losing assets is what keeps post-production 
professionals up at night. Recently, 
DigitalFilm Tree started using the new 
mLogic mTape Thunderbolt LTO-6 tape drive for archiving.

CEO and founder Ramy Katrib explains that DigitalFilm Tree archives in two stages.  
“First stage is to archive all dailies, raw data and audio for each shoot day to mTape.  Once we 
complete post on a show we do an Online archive to mTape.  For each episode the online archive 
includes all of the elements from color, visual effects, online, titling and audio all on one mTape 
LTO-6 cartridge.  This makes it very efficient and economical to pull up any Online archive and 
restore the entire episode.”  

DigitalFilm Tree calls on mLogic mTape Thunderbolt LTO-6 for TV series archive

Mistresses
For the new season of Mistresses, DigitalFilm Tree is providing remote near-set dailies in 
Vancouver for the production, employing its cloud-based workflow, which now incorporates the 
mLogic mTape Thunderbolt LTO drive. “We are doing remote dailies, using our cloud workflow 
utilizing our dailies station with an mTape LTO drive connected to it,” explains Katrib. “In the case 
of Mistresses we create dailies from DFT in Hollywood, but the dailies system is in Vancouver in a 
CoLo (co-location facility) using a very fast Internet connection.  At the end of each shoot day, 
production delivers a hard drive to the CoLo facility and CoLo personnel plug the hard drive into 
DFT’s dailies system. Working from DFT, we create all the dailies, send offline files to editorial, and
then push all files to DFT cloud storage in preparation for online. In addition to having an mLogic 
mTape Thunderbolt LTO on our cloud dailies system, we also have them in our machine room 
in Hollywood.”



The mTape Thunderbolt LTO ships with a 
utility that supports the Linear Tape File 
System (LTFS) which enables drag and drop
functionality- just like a hard drive.
The system is also compatible with third party 
backup, archive and management software.   
mTape features dual Thunderbolt ports for 
easy daisy-chaining of Thunderbolt peripherals 
and supports simultaneous writing to two 
LTO tapes via an on-board SAS connection.

In particular Katrib likes that mTape reads and
writes both LTO-5 (which holds 1.5TB per cartridge)
and LTO-6 (which holds 2.5TB) tapes.
“This is important because some studios have approved
LTO-6, while others still work with LTO-5. mTape will also read LTO-4 tapes. LTO is not only the
most cost-effective data storage medium, it also has a shelf life of up to 30 years according to the
Ultrium LTO Consortium,” Katrib explains.

mTape works with any computer that has a Thunderbolt connection.  “You don’t need an interface 
card,” says Katrib “you just plug in the unit and start the archive.  DigitalFilm Tree uses PreRoll Post 
software from Imagine Products, Inc. as the interface for the system, but mTape works with other 
software as well.  The interface enables you to archive media and take data from any source and 
transfer it to mTape.  The software also does a checksum, verifying that every bit of data got 
archived successfully and it provides a manifest detailing all the data that got copied to the mTape.”

mLogic’s mTape Thunderbolt LTO enables DFT to easily plug LTO drives into their Thunderbolt 
systems and makes the archiving process simple and worry free, allowing them more time to 
concentrate on the creative process. 
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Katrib says, “The ease of use that mTape affords us has been a welcome 
addition to our cloud-based dailies workflow.” 


